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Abstract. This paper extends our previous framework for digital photo annota-
tion by adding noble approach of indoor/mixed/outdoor image classification. We
propose the best feature vectors for a support vector machine based indoor/mixed/
outdoor image classification. While previous research classifies photographs into
indoor and outdoor, this study extends into three types, including indoor, mixed,
and outdoor classes. This three-class method improves the performance of outdoor
classification. This classification scheme showed 5–10% higher performance than
previous research. This method is one of the components for digital image annota-
tion. A digital camera or an annotation server connected to a ubiquitous computing
network can automatically annotate captured photos using the proposed method.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The term “ubiquitous computing environment” describes the fact that the user can
reach the network through a computer freely at any time and in any place. Todays
digital devices commonly include cameras and internet connection functions. People
want to take digital photographs frequently, which produces numerous photographs
through a lifetime. It would be quite tedious to annotate the images one by one.
The present study describes an automatic image annotation system and explains its
structure.
The application of image classification technologies is recommended for the an-
notation of digital photos in a simple and rapid manner. In our previous study [1],
we used support vector machine (SVM) [2] to identify methods to classify seven
nature objects. More to the point, the previous study utilized 9 different fea-
ture vectors to compare image classification performances. A comparison of the
findings of that particular study with those of previous research revealed that the
576 bin joint histogram fared best in terms of performance. The current study
revolves around the introduction of methods to heighten digital photo annotation
performance created through the addition of indoor/mixed/outdoor classification
functions to the image classification technology suggested in [1]. The performance
of the indoor/mixed/outdoor classification technology was benchmark-tested using
the data set employed in the previous study [3]. Overall performance was found to
have improved by some 5–10%. A digital photo annotation system with a struc-
ture created through the combination of the seven nature scene object classification
methods enumerated in the previous study with the indoor/mixed/outdoor clas-
sification method introduced in the current study may result in the emergence of
Figure 1.
2 RELATED WORK
Most of researches on image annotation have been limited to specific objects. A re-
presentative case is a natural scene annotation. Among researches on natural scenes,
Fredembach et al. [3] formed eigen regions using principal component analysis (PCA)
for the image classification. Specifically, 3 types of objects were defined – skin, vege-
table and blue sky. The number of types classified in the research is smaller than our
research, which identifies 7 types of objects. Researches by Vogel et al. [4] and Ren
et al. [5] annotated natural scenes using semantic model step algorithm and SVM.
However, like [3], these researches are applicable only to natural scene images, unlike
our proposed method. Research by Cusano et al. [6], which is also for only nature
scenes, annotates nature objects into 7 types and, for the classification, forms HSV
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Fig. 1. A digital photo annotation with a new indoor/mixed/outdoor image classification
method
color histograms and gradient histograms and applies them to SVM. [6] is similar to
our research in terms of natural scene annotation, but is different in the application
of image segmentation and the composition of input vector. Experimental results
demonstrate that our proposed method shows better performance over the one in [6].
For indoor/mixed/outdoor classification, Szummer et al. [7] inferred high-level
scenes from low-level image features. Fitzpatrick [8] extracted image features such
as color, texture, and DCT coefficients and applied them to K-nearest neighbor
algorithm. Payne et al. [9] classified indoor/mixed/outdoor scene images through
a 2-pass classification system using contour tracking and straightness. Traherne
et al. [10] extracted the line strength of image edges using an edge detection al-
gorithm and, like [8], applied the strength to the K-nearest neighbor algorithm.
Previous researches studied binary classification, which distinguishes between in-
door and outdoor scenes. However, in this paper, we make a ternary classification
of indoor/mixed/outdoor scenes. We also demonstrate the superiority of our method
through an experiment that compares the proposed method with [10].
3 FEATURE VECTOR MODEL
We used 9 feature vectors in our previous study [1] for image classification. This
chapter summarizes these feature vectors again.
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3.1 Color and Edge Feature Vector Model
To express colors, the hue-saturation-value (HSV) color space is used. HSV color
space is less sensitive to illumination than RGB and can separate HS (color element)
easily. In [11], an 11-bin histogram was composed using HSV for the color feature.
We expand it to 36 bins. The bins are composed of a 36-bin HSV color features
such that each of 12 bin colors – ‘black’, ‘grey’, ‘white’, ‘red’, ‘orange’, ‘yellow’,
‘green’, ‘cyan’, ‘blue’, ‘purple’, ‘magenta’ and ‘brown’ – is divided into three bins.
The 36-bin histogram can obtain various color ranges easily and is normalized into
values between 0 and 1. In order to extract an edge-based histogram, we apply the
Canny edge detection algorithm [12]. The Canny edge detection algorithm removes
the noise of the original input image through Gaussian smoothing filtering. That is,
the gray level at a pixel (m, n), f(m, n) is first smoothed by the following Gaussian
filter Gσ(m, n)












After Gaussian smoothing filtering, we apply the Canny edge detection algo-
rithm with masks such as Sobel, Priwitt and Roberts. Here, we use the Sobel mask
(see Figure 2) that can detect edges relatively more efficiently. Specifically, for the
horizontal and vertical elements, we have the edge magnitude on the pixel as follows:
M(m, n) =
√




Fig. 2. Sobel mask
Also, we can obtain the direction of an edge as follows:







In Equation (4), we can obtain 4 edge directions based on 0◦ (horizontal direc-
tion), 45◦ (positive diagonal), 90◦ (vertical direction) and 135◦ (negative diagonal).
So far, we obtain magnitude and edge direction elements from the Canny edge
detection algorithm using the Sobel mask. Now, we can form a histogram for the
edge features. Specifically, 4 bins are composed for each of gh and gv in Equation (4),
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and 4 bins are composed using the 4 types of directions in θ value in Equation (4).
Thus, an edge histogram with a total of 12 bins is formulated. Figure 3 shows the






Edge Histogram = 12bin
Fig. 3. Composition of edge histogram
The preprocessing to be applied to image classification is the same in two-stage
classification models. This process is used ultimately to be applied to SVM. In
the classification of indoor/mixed/outdoor (1st stage classification), low-level image
features are extracted from the entire image and are used in classification with-
out applying the image segmentation algorithm [13]. On the contrary, in natural
scene classification (2nd stage classification), low-level image features extracted from
segmented images are used in the classification.
3.2 MPEG-7 Visual Descriptor
MPEG-7 [15] features various types of visual descriptors such as color, texture,
and shape. To this end, this study will use the color layout, edge histogram, color
structure, homogeneous texture, region based shape, and scalable color descriptor.
The color layout descriptor (CLD) can, when using a Y, Cb or Cr color space, be
obtained by applying a DCT transform to the 2-D array of a locally re-expressed
color. Meanwhile, the edge histogram descriptor (EHD) re-expresses local edge dis-
tribution. What’s more, it consists of five types of histograms, namely vertical,
horizontal, 45 diagonal, 135 diagonal, and non-directional edges. For its part, the
color structure descriptor (CSD) re-expresses images by making use of the color dis-
tribution and local spatial structure of the relevant colors. The homogenous texture
descriptor (HTD) characterizes the local texture by using the mean energy and ener-
gy deviation taken from the frequency channels. Here, the 2-D frequency channels
should be regarded as consisting of 30 channels, with the mean energy and energy
deviation calculated for each. The region based shape descriptor (SD) analyzes the
shape created by the boundary and interior’s pixels. This descriptor is in turn de-
fined by the angular radial transform (ART). The scalable color descriptor (SCD)
can be interpreted with an encoding scheme (Harr transform coefficient encoding)
developed based on the Harr transform, where the value of the color histogram is
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applied to the HSV color space. Normalized values of 0 and 1 should be applied to
each of these features.
3.3 Composite Feature Vector Model
In this section, we explain how the color and the edge histograms are combined to
form a composite feature vector. There are two methods for the vector formation,
namely combined input vector and joint input vector.
3.3.1 Combined Input Vector
Let us denote the normalized color histogram with 48 bins as C = {c1, c2, . . . , c48}
and the edge histogram with 12 bins as E = {e1, e2, . . . , e12} . Then, a simple
composite histogram is the union of the two histograms such that the composite
histogram has the form of
x = {x1, x2, . . . , x60} = {c1, . . . , c48, e1, . . . , e12}. (5)
Note that the elements of equation (5) are normalized into values between 0–1.
3.3.2 Joint Input Vector
Another method to express the two histograms is to jointly consider the two elements
as a pair of the histogram bins, (ci, ej) , at the same time. Then, we have the joint
histogram as
x = {f(c1, e1), f(c1, e2), . . . , f(c48, e12)} (6)
where f(ci, ej) is the frequency that the two attributes (ci, ej) appear at the same
time. Thus, the joint histogram is composed of 36 × 12 = 432 bins, which requires
around 9 times larger input data and much longer input vector formation time than
the combined histogram in equation (5).
4 INDOOR/OUTDOOR CLASSIFICATION USING
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
The feature vectors explained in Section 3 are used as input vector for SVM to
classify the images. Specifically, the color and the edge histograms are formed from
the unsegmented indoor/mixed/outdoor image and are applied to SVM. On the
contrary, for natural scene images, features are extracted from blob images. Then,
the same process as that for indoor/mixed/outdoor images is applied to SVM for
the classification with various classes. Basically, SVM is a supervised learning and
binary classification (±1) algorithm with the following equation
f(x) = sign(wTx+ b) (7)
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where w and b are the parameters of hyper-plane, and f(x) has a value of ±1 for
an input vector x. Since our input vectors are not linearly separable, SVM uses
a mapping function (Φ) in order to expand the low-level input vector space to
a high-level one and then classifies by finding the largest margin using the support
vector. Here, various types of kernel functions Φ() such as linear and radial basis
function(RBF) are applied.
K(u, v) = Φ(u) · Φ(v) (8)





yiαiK(x, xi) + b
)
(9)
where yi are the binary classes and αi is the weight parameter. Based on this
binary classification, the process is expanded to multi-classification. For this, we
use LIBSVM library [14]. The weak point of SVM is that its classification time is
somewhat longer than other types of machine learning but is advantageous in that
its classification performance is higher than other classifiers. Using this, individual
digital images are expanded to semantic words of specific class. In application for
classification, ‘2-stage classification model’ is adopted. That is, for the whole im-
age, three types of classes (indoor/mixed-outdoor/nature-outdoor-scene) are clas-
sified (Stage 1), and for images classified as ‘outdoor’, blob images to which the
image segmentation algorithm has been applied for the classification with 7 classes
(Stage 2), namely ‘Sea’, ‘Vegetable’, ‘Ground’, ‘Sky ’, ‘Maple’, ‘Glow ’ and ‘Snow ’.
Based on the classes, digital photographs are annotated.
5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In our experiments, we formed and applied three types of input vectors. The first
is an input vector that has separate color and texture attributes, the second is
a combined input vector composed through Equation (5), and the third is a joint
input vector that expresses two low-level image features at the same time as in
Equation (6). These vectors were used as input vectors of SVM. Our experiments
in Section 3 show that the combined input vector, which is simple in structure and
has two attributes, is superior in performance.
The indoor/mixed/outdoor experiment was conducted in two ways. First, indoor
and outdoor scenes went through binary classification. Then, the results of ternary
classification for indoor, mixed outdoor, and natural outdoor scenes are presented.
The 11-bin HSV histogram [11] explained in Section 3 is expanded to 36-bin HSV
histogram and this is combined with 12-bin edge histogram and combined 48-bin
histogram are formed. In addition, 6 MPEG-7 visual descriptors [15] are composed
and applied to SVM. Traherne et al. [10] experimented with 2-class (Type A) com-
posed of indoor images and outdoor images without man-made objects, and another
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2-class (Type B) composed of indoor images and outdoor images containing man-
made objects and nature objects. We performed ternary classification including
these experiments. The results showed the concept of 3-class (Type C) composed
of indoor images, outdoor images containing man-made objects and nature objects,
and nature outdoor images without man-made objects. Here we used a total of
150 datasets. Of them, 75 were training datasets, and 75 were test datasets.
First, in Type A, when the color structure of MPEG-7 visual descriptors was
used, high classification performance was observed for both indoor and outdoor test
datasets (100%). Second, in Type B, when the color structure of each MPEG-7
visual descriptor and scalable color descriptors were applied, the classification rate
was 100% for indoor test datasets and 98% for outdoor test datasets. Third, Type C
was multi-class (3-class) classification, which is not in the research of Traherne et
al. [10]. The result of this case showed highest performance when the color descriptor
of each MPEG-7 visual descriptor and 48-bin histogram(combined HSV+Canny
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Fig. 4. Results of experiments with indoor/mixed/outdoor scenes using various image fea-
tures
Figure 5 compares our results with the result of [10] which used the same datasets
as ours. In the figure, [10] classified Type A around 95% but in our research the
classification rate was 100% when the color structure descriptor of MPEG-7 visual
descriptor was used. In addition, in case of Type B, [10] showed performance of
88% but in our method the classification rate was 98.7% when color structure and
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scalable descriptors were used and 93.3% when combined 48-bin histogramwas used,
showing higher performance than [10].








Fig. 5. Comparative classification accuracy for indoor/mixed/outdoor scenes using bench-
mark datasets
6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, a new approach to indoor/mixed/outdoor image classification was sug-
gested for application using digital photo annotation under a ubiquitous computing
environment. SVM was utilized in order to derive a more exact means of classifica-
tion. The selection of feature vectors represents an important element in terms of
heightening the precision of classification when using SVM. This study conducted
a comparative analysis of the performances on the indoor/mixed/outdoor image clas-
sification using eight MPEG-7 descriptors as feature vectors. To this end, the edge
histogram, scalable color histogram, color structure, and combined 48 bin histogram
were found to exhibit relatively good performances. As far as indoor/outdoor scene
classification was concerned, this study proved that the performance was more out-
standing when using the Scalable Color MPEG-7 Descriptor and Color Structure
MPEG-7 Descriptor as feature vectors than the performance using the method de-
veloped by Trahene et al. [10]. Data identical to that used in the method developed
by Trahene et al. [10] was employed in this experiment.
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